Transrearrangements between antigen receptor genes in normal human lymphoid tissues and in ataxia telangiectasia.
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used on DNA obtained from various normal lymphoid tissues to amplify chimeric TCR gene rearrangements involving J segments of the beta gene and V segments of the gamma or delta genes. As found previously for the transrearrangements between the gamma and delta genes, transrearrangements involving the beta gene were more abundant in DNA of the thymus than in DNA of the spleen, lymph node, bone marrow, or PBL. In addition, transrearrangements between Ig H chain V region segment and J segment of TCR delta chain were also found in DNA of normal thymus. Sequence analysis of the trans-rearrangement PCR products revealed structures closely resembling normal intragenic rearrangements, with N insertions and often D segments at the junctions between segments. The sequences analyzed suggest that transrearrangements arise through the action of normal lymphocyte recombinase, involve trans recognition of heptamer/nonamer recombination signals, and follow the 12 + 23 spacer rule. To test whether transrearrangements result from chromosomal rearrangements with breakpoints at the sites of Ag receptor genes, PCR was performed on the DNA of PBL from patients with ataxia telangiectasia, a disorder in which circulating lymphocytes often have numerous karyotypic abnormalities with breakpoints at the cytogenetic positions of these genes. Comparison of the results of PCR on this DNA and that of normal tissues demonstrated a substantially increased frequency for most types of transrearrangements investigated. These results support the interpretation that transrearrangement among TCR genes may occur by chromosomal rearrangement.